
JUNE

1. 11:15-12:00 Opening speech
(ITCILO, Comune di Torino, FISPES, Special 
Olympics)

2. Area Onlus

3. Ass. Geco 

4. Ass. Quore

5. CIRFOOD picnic area

6. Colori Vivi Impresa sociale

7. Fispes

8. Guitare Actuelle

9. Istituto dei Sordi di Torino Fondazione Onlus

10. ITCILO volunteering staff 
(Gender Focal Points) con Sara Serravalle

11. ITCILO smart (inter)activities 
(VR and Digital experience)

12. Nivá ice cream

13. Sabrina Rocca live

14. Sabrina Rocca “Go goals together” exhibition

15. UIC - Unione italiana Dei Ciechi  
e Degli Ipovedenti Onlus

16. Photo exhibition 

17. 14:30 Closing ceremony

On Campus experiences, 12:00-14:30
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Food Corner 
(Volunteers only)

Opening speech
Live streaming
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FISPES 
FEDERAZIONE ITALIANA SPORT PARALIMPICI E SPERIMENTALI  
(ITALIAN COMMITTEE FOR  PARALYMPIC AND EXPERIMENTAL SPORTS)
“Start up e motore attivo per lo sport per tutti”

FISPES was founded in 2010 as a federation recognised by the Italian Paralympic Committee and pursues non-profit, 

competitive and promotional sports goals, including soccer amputees, para athletics, 7-a-side soccer for the brain-

damaged and wheelchair rugby.

WHY
FISPES is structured according to democratic criteria, aimed at guaranteeing the right to participate in sports for 

Paralympic athletes with physical, visual-sensory and intellectual disabilities, under conditions of equality and equal 

opportunities.

WHAT
Inclusive sport workshop - demonstration and sport lesson for everyone.

WHERE
Football pitch.

segreteria@fispes.it

                                   www.fispes.it
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COLORI VIVI (VIVID COLOURS) 
is a female-led, high social-impact fashion startup.

The workshop was founded in 2017 on the initiative of Articolo 10 Non-profit Organisation (NPO) with the aim of 

offering vocational training and qualified job placement to migrant women in vulnerable conditions.

WHY
Today the tailor makes women’s clothing in the vision of a fashion characterized by refinement and elegance but that 

turns its gaze to the themes of social cohesion and reduction of environmental impact.

The general public is also called to be part of this virtuous circle, contributing to the construction of an inclusive and 

cohesive society that values diversity and respects the environment, welcoming and forwarding in turn a message of 
self-determination, meeting and dialogue between cultures.

WHAT
Dance choreography and clothing stand

WHERE
 Bar

info@colorivivi.it

E-Commerce www.colorivivi.it/negozio/t
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AREA ONLUS
The Association was founded in the 1950’s on the basis of a solid philanthropic tradition, with interventions in 

favour of war amputees and victims of polio.

Area was founded in 1982 with the aim of taking care of people with disabilities and their families.

In 2010 Area became a NPO, and the Statute and the main institutional offices were renewed.

WHY
Area’s commitment is geared toward promoting the resilience of individuals and enhancing the creativity and resources 

present in the family unit.

Flexibility and the ability to read the context are the key concepts.

The activities are continuously modulated and redefined by an accurate analysis of the demand declining in specific 

interventions through the rigorous use of psychological tools. These are applied to disability and respectful listening to 

the experiences and needs of families.

WHAT
Digital Inclusiveness Lab: Inclusive Powerpoint Presentations

WHERE
 Africa 82

info@areato.org

https://www.areato.org/
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GECO
is a Turin-based LGBTQ+ association that was founded in May 2016.

It aims to combat homotransfobia.

With an unprecedented alliance between parents and children, we channel the experience, energy and determination 

needed to break down the wall of prejudice and social exclusion.

Quore is a social promotion organisation that supports activities aimed at the LGBTQ+ community. It was founded 

in Turin in 2007 and carries out its activities in the region and territory of Turin through initiatives, awareness 

campaigns and long-term projects. 

WHY
GECO’s commitment is to break down the beliefs and fears of the builders of barriers, particularly those who have 

internalised homotransphobia influencing their daily lives.                   

Quore Association’s goal is to achieve an inclusive society that respects the individual rights of all people. In 

addition, it has created the TO HOUSING project, which was created in response to the housing emergency, but also 

to activate paths of social reintegration, starting from a primary and fundamental need such as housing.

WHAT
Laboratory of knowledge and information about the LGBTQ+ community with Deomofobina  

(Drug against Homophobic prejudice)

WHERE
White gazebo area

 milena_quercia@libero.it

https://gecoonlus.org/

segreteria@quore.org

https://www.quore.org/en/
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GUITARE ACTUELLE
Founded in 2010, Guitare Actuelle is a non-profit cultural association whose goal is to bring as many children, teens 

and adults as possible closer to music as a language of the emotional sphere.

WHY
The motto “the music that grows” is the synthesis of a common vision: the knowledge pushes towards the breadth of 

thought; from this comes a lively creativity friend of contamination and sharing, which is reflected in its own music.

In order to grow, understood as collective improvement, it is necessary to operate as much as possible without gender 

divisions. 

WHAT
Musical accompaniment with harps and guitars + musical workshop for children (upon activation).

WHERE
 Africa 12

www.musinote.it 

info@guitareactuelle.com
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ISTITUTO DEI SORDI DI TORINO
The Instituto dei Sordi in Torino was established by the Savoy family in the early 19th century to provide assistance 

and education for deaf children and to train their teachers. 

WHY
The Istituto dei Sordi di Torino is a NPO, governed by a Foundation Board, totally autonomous in the choice of 

activities, within the scope of the social solidarity goals provided for by the current Statute.

WHAT
Sensory Inclusive Workshops

WHERE
Volleyball area

info@istitutosorditorino.org

https://www.istitutosorditorino.org  
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UNIONE ITALIANA CIECHI E IPOVEDENTI
SEZIONE TERRITORIALE DI TORINO
The Italian Union of the Blind and Visually Impaired (UICI) is an association that promotes the material and moral 

rights of people with visual disabilities: since its inception it works so that those who are blind or have a severe visual 

impairment can live a full and satisfying life and can profitably fit into the social fabric.

WHY
The primary objective of the UICI is the integration of the blind and visually impaired in all components of the social 

context. Particular attention is given to the prevention of blindness, the recovery of residual vision and education 

and rehabilitation for the development of autonomy. In fact, what has always inspired and oriented the work of the 

UICI is based on the firm belief that the achievement of maximum autonomy is a fundamental right of all blind and 

visually impaired people. Such being its primary task and essential to promote and support it with all means.

WHAT
Sensory Inclusive Workshops

WHERE
Volleyball area

 https://www.uictorino.it/

uicto@uici.it
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SABRINA ROCCA
Sabrina s an Italian painter. Her work focuses on social engagement and pop culture: a colourful canvas with people, 

words and dreams.

WHY
 “In recent years, I think that instead of getting better, gender and race discrimination is instead more and more 

prevalent and in the news. Through my work, I try to make people think, with a smile, about important issues, 

because I do not believe in criticism as an end in itself, nor in satire that too often results in bad taste..

I believe in positive examples, I believe in good, in the smiles of children who are our future.…”

WHAT
“Go goals together” exhibition and live presence of the Artist in the inclusive sensory workshops.

WHERE
Volleyball area + Exhibition “Go goals together” Americas 1

 Contatti:  info@sabrinarocca.com

https://sabrinarocca.com/


